A pox on the mind: Disjunction of attention and memory in the processing of physical disfigurement
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Abstract

The unfavorable treatment of people with physical disfigurements is well-documented, yet little is known about basic perceptual and cognitive responses to disfigurement. Here, we identify a specialized pattern of cognitive processing consistent with the hypothesis that disfigurements act as heuristic cues to contagious disease. Disfigurements are often invariant across time and difficult to conceal, and thus observers can detect the presence of such cues without necessarily remembering the particular individuals bearing these cues. Indeed, despite the fact that disfigured faces were especially likely to hold disease-sensitive perceivers’ attention (Study 1), disfigured individuals were often confused with one another and thus not well remembered later (Study 2), revealing a disjunction of the typical relationship between elevated attention and elevated memory. We discuss the implications of our results for stigmatization of people with and without physical abnormalities and suggest the possibility that cognitive mechanisms for processing social information may be functionally tuned to the variant nature of important cues.
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Shakespeare’s *Twelfth Night* features the memorable quotation “In nature there is no blemish but the mind; none can be called deformed but the unkind” (1916, p. 68). Today, the thought...
of treating people with innocuous physical disfigurements negatively because of their appearance is considered more abhorrent than ever. Yet this outcome is far from unusual: People with facial and bodily abnormalities often suffer stigmatization and discrimination, from simple awkwardness in interpersonal interactions to rejection from jobs with high public visibility (e.g., Greenhouse, 2003). Researchers have recently begun to consider these negative responses to disfigurement as emerging from an evolved motivation to avoid contagious disease threats (e.g., Kurzban & Leary, 2001; Park, Faulkner, & Schaller, 2003; Zebrowitz & Collins, 1997). One of the most promising avenues for understanding the consequences of such motivations involves explicating their role in directing basic cognitive processes (e.g., Ackerman et al., 2006; Kenrick, Delton, Robertson, Becker, & Neuberg, 2007; Maner, Galliot, Rouby, & Miller, 2007). Here, we demonstrate a disjunction between visual attention and memory effects that emerges when people view facial disfigurements, and consider the implications of this disjunction for a functional approach to threat management.

Interpersonal threat processing and physical disfigurement

Inefficient threat management can result in severe harm or death; thus interpersonal threat detection and defense have historically been, and continue to be, of fundamental importance (Daly & Wilson, 1999; Green & Phillips, 2004). Many sources of threat directly signal danger, as with the facial expression of anger, but such signals are rarely perfect indicators. Other sources of threat, like disease-causing pathogens, provide even less precise cues of their presence. This threat uncertainty gives rise to a signal detection problem in which the costs of missing a real danger far outweigh the costs of mistakenly perceiving a false danger. Cognitive threat detection mechanisms may therefore exhibit a bias to minimize costs by over-inferring threat from imperfect cues (Haselton & Nettle, 2006; Nesse, 2005).

In the context of a motivation to avoid disease, this bias would have led to negative, avoidant reactions to those exhibiting a wide-range of potential disease cues. Many contagious diseases produce conspicuous physical features such as lesions (Kurzban & Leary, 2001) and, accordingly, perceivers’ reactions to these features are often strongly negative (Park et al., 2003). To the extent that there exists an overgeneralization bias (Zebrowitz, Fellous, Mignault, & Andreoletti, 2003; Zebrowitz & Rhodes, 2004), one would expect perceivers to react similarly to other physical disfigurements as well. Consistent with this bias, people appear to heuristically associate many benign physical abnormalities with contagious disease (e.g., Park, Schaller, & Crandall, 2007; Schaller, Park, & Faulkner, 2003; Zebrowitz et al., 2003), and when confronting individuals who possess such abnormalities, exhibit the kinds of avoidant behaviors that would minimize contagion risk, if such risk existed (e.g., Heinemann, Pellander, Vogelbusch, & Wojtak, 1981; Houston & Bull, 1994).

Specific processing of specific threats

Despite a relatively large body of work on the stigmatization of people with physical disfigurements, little is known about the basic cognitive processing of disfigurement. We may gain some insights by considering functional specificity, an attribute common to many psychological mechanisms (e.g., Ackerman & Kenrick, 2008; Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Kenrick, Li, & Buttnor, 2003; Barrett & Kurzban, 2006). Functional specificity refers to particular forms of input criteria, processing strategies, and outputs specialized for managing evolutionarily-recurrent problems. Basic social perception mechanisms may be oriented in specialized ways as to facilitate adaptive responses to these problems (Gibson, 1979; McArthur & Baron, 1983).

Consider the problem of intergroup aggression: People tend to selectively allocate perceptual and cognitive resources (such as the degree of visual attention) to ingroup members more than to outgroup members (e.g., Becker, Neuberg et al., 2008; Eberhardt, Goff, Purdie, & Davies,
2004; Richeson & Trawalter, 2008; Rodin, 1987). This preferential allocation may account for the better memory typically seen for ingroup targets relative to outgroup targets. However, when displaying signals of directed threat—angry expressions—outgroup targets are remembered well, eliminating the standard ingroup memory bias (Ackerman et al., 2006). Furthermore, possibly because angry expressions hold attention (Becker, Anderson et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2000; Fox, Russo, Bowles, & Dutton, 2001) and outgroup members are seen as less constrained by the aggression-inhibiting effects of ingroup empathy and interdependence (making them especially dangerous), memory for these outgroup targets can be even better than memory for ingroup targets (Ackerman et al., 2006). These findings suggest that both memory and attention have a specialized sensitivity for the processing of aggressive threats.

Similarly, disease-causing organisms have been a recurrent problem throughout human evolutionary history (Gangestad & Buss, 1993; Low, 1994). People therefore may have acquired specific cognitive strategies for managing disease-relevant cues such as disfigurement. What might these processing strategies look like? Certainly, one must detect and encode threats in order to respond properly, and so we would expect that, as with angry expressions, disfigurement holds attention. Unlike angry expressions though, physical disfigurements are relatively stable; they often do not disappear over time and are often difficult to conceal (such features are known in the ecological literature as structural invariants; McArthur & Baron, 1983). The relatively invariant nature of disfigurement suggests that processing individuating information beyond the disfigurement itself may typically be unnecessary, and even cognitively inefficient. That is, whereas the ability to efficiently encode an individual’s angry expression will not suffice for reducing a perceiver’s later vulnerability to that individual (because the individual may continue to be threatening without displaying it), the ability to efficiently encode an individual’s disfigurement may be quite sufficient for reducing a perceiver’s later vulnerability to that individual (because the individual will continue to exhibit the contagion-implying disfigurement). One should expect, then, that memory for other information that individuates disfigured targets would be relatively poor.

**Processing disjunctions**

This pattern of cognitive processing represents a “processing disjunction”—a violation of the expected relationship between early and later information processing, one that may serve as a functional solution to the problem of threat management (see Kenrick et al., 2007). Standard cognitive models typically presume a monotonically increasing relationship between attention and memory (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Craik & Lockhart, 1972): The more a target is looked at, the better that target will be remembered. We see evidence for this relationship in the processing of ingroup and outgroup faces as described above. In contrast, we are predicting that although disfigurement-based threat cues may lead to elevated attention, these cues will not lead to a corresponding elevation in memory for individuating features over and above the threat cues themselves. Thus, relatively transient threat cues (e.g., angry expressions) and relatively invariant threat cues (e.g., physical disfigurements) may have similar, adaptive effects at one stage of processing (e.g., attention), but much different effects at another stage (e.g., memory).

**Current research**

Do attention and memory exhibit specialized strategies for the processing of disease-relevant threats? We conducted two studies to explore how disfigurement influences visual attention (important for immediate threat processing) and sociospatial memory (important for longer-term threat management).
Study 1: Attentional Adhesion

Study 1 used a dot-probe task to compare the extent to which normal and disfigured faces capture visual attention. To directly investigate the role of contagion concerns in the processing of disfigurement, we also included a condition in which participants were primed to be disease-sensitive before participating in the dot-probe task. We expected that this manipulation would differentially increase attention to disfigured faces, consistent with other research demonstrating a selective effect of primes on relevant targets (e.g., Eberhardt et al., 2004; Faulkner, Schaller, Park, & Duncan, 2004; Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Maner et al., 2005, 2007; Neuberg, Kenrick, Maner, & Schaller, 2005).

Method

Participants—Two hundred fifty-five undergraduates (median age = 19) participated in exchange for course credit. Four participants were excluded because of computer malfunctions. Thus, 251 participants (124 female) were included in the reported analyses.

Materials—Two slideshows were used, purportedly as part of an unrelated experiment, to prime either disease-sensitivity or a control state (between-participants). These slideshows featured 10 slides depicting either images and text related to contagion (e.g., a dirty sponge, a sneezing person) or architecture (e.g., public buildings). The disease-sensitivity slideshow has been effectively used in previous research (e.g., Faulkner et al., 2004).

Stimulus photographs included 64 color front-oriented faces, sized to 150×200 pixels. Target faces were both male and female and of a similar age to our participant sample. For one version of these stimuli, computer software was used to add flat pink coloration to a random area of the face (simulating a port-wine stain) or to adjust the location of one pupil (simulating strabismus), features that are both salient and yet not symptomatic of contagious disease. Which faces bore disfigurements and which did not was counterbalanced between participants.

The dot-probe task required participants to view faces appearing in one quadrant of a computer screen and then quickly identify shapes (circle, square) appearing in distinct quadrants, thus providing a measure of the speed with which perceivers disengaged visual attention from target faces (Maner et al., 2007). Each face was viewed twice, for a total of 128 trials. On each trial, a blank screen appeared for 2000ms, followed by a central fixation symbol (+) for 1000ms. Next, this symbol was replaced by a color facial photograph in one of four screen quadrants. Faces varied by sex and by disfiguring cue (none or port wine stain/strabismus) within-participants; because these cues do not logically imply contagious disease, any biases in their processing implicate the presence of heuristic threat management processes. After 500ms, the photo was replaced by a shape which appeared either in the same quadrant as the photograph (filler trials; 25% of total) or in a different quadrant (disengagement trials; 75% of total) and remained until a response was given. To do this, participants used two keyboard keys (A and L) labeled with stickers featuring a circle or a square. A sample trial from the task appears in Figure 1. Photographs and trial type (filler or disengagement) were randomly presented within-participants.

Procedure—Participants received initial instructions in small groups of 1–3 and then proceeded to participate using individual computers separated by dividers. Participants were told that the main experimental task (a shape identification game) did not require the entire session time, so they would first evaluate a slideshow being constructed for use in a different study. After viewing the slideshow on their individual computers, participants responded to several filler questions (e.g., “How many slides did you see?”).
Instructions for the dot-probe task described above were then given on the screen: Participants were told to look at both the central fixation symbol and the photographs when they appeared, and to accurately categorize the shapes. Speed of response on the disengagement trials was the primary dependent variable. All participants were then probed for suspicion, fully debriefed and released.

Results

Following standard approaches to such attention-probe tasks (e.g., Fox et al., 2001), response times less than 200ms and greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean were excluded as outliers (0.6% of trials). Response times for correct trials were averaged for each of the four target photo types, and log-transformed to correct for skew (data presented in milliseconds for readability). Trials with incorrect responses (3%) were excluded from analysis. This number is comparable to those obtained in other dot-probe studies (e.g., Maner et al., 2007). We also collapsed across both types of target disfigurements, as no significant response time differences emerged between the two in the analyses ($p > .21$).

Primary analyses—A Disease Prime × Target Disfigurement × Target Sex mixed ANOVA revealed the expected main effect of disfigurement: Disfigured faces held attention longer than normal faces, $F(1, 249) = 16.17, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .06$. This was qualified by a Disease Prime × Disfigurement interaction, $F(1, 249) = 4.86, p < .03, \eta_p^2 = .02$, indicating that the disease-sensitivity prime made it harder to disengage from disfigured targets than from normal targets (see panel A of Figure 2). Simple effects tests demonstrated that this difference in attention reached significance within the disease-sensitivity condition, $F(1, 249) = 19.30, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .07$, but not within the control condition ($p = .20$). This functional specificity is consistent with the present theoretical approach and incompatible with alternative explanations built on the simple presumption that people’s attention is held by “novel” cues. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 1.

Additionally, a Target Sex × Disfigurement interaction, $F(1, 249) = 3.74, p = .05, \eta_p^2 = .02$, indicated that the effect of disfigurement across priming conditions was significant for male targets, but not for female targets (see Table 1).1 This sex difference was due to normal female faces holding attention longer than normal male faces, an effect consistent with the relatively higher attention to female faces evident in both infants and adults (e.g., Becker, Neuberg et al., 2008; Quinn, Yahr, Kuhn, Slater, & Pascalis, 2002; Rosenwasser, Adams, & Tansil, 1983). To explore whether the disease-sensitivity manipulation increased attention to both disfigured male and female faces, we investigated the simple effect of disfigurement on attention to faces within each prime condition. In the control condition, attention was captured equally by normal and disfigured female faces ($F < 1$) and marginally more by disfigured male faces than normal male faces, $F(1, 249) = 3.09, p = .08, \eta_p^2 = .01$. However, in the disease-sensitivity condition, attention was indeed higher for disfigured faces than for normal faces, both with male targets, $F(1, 249) = 15.79, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .06$, and (marginally) with female targets, $F(1, 249) = 3.48, p = .06, \eta_p^2 = .01$. These results suggest a stronger effect of disfigurement on male targets, though when sensitivity to disease is active, both disfigured males and females hold attention.

Ancillary analyses—Filler trials (when the shape appeared in the same quadrant as the photo) were used to motivate participants to maintain eye contact with the facial photographs. Although not of interest for attentional disengagement, analysis of responses to filler trials revealed only a main effect of target disfigurement: People were faster to respond to cues that

---

1Because of the Target Sex effect, we also ran an analysis including Participant Sex in the model. A main effect of Participant Sex did emerge, $F(1, 247) = 7.77, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .03$, with women holding attention to all faces longer than men, but no other effects involving Participant Sex were significant.
appeared behind disfigured faces than behind normal faces, $F(1, 249) = 3.89, p = .05, \eta^2_p = .02$. This supports the conclusion that disfigurement both draws and holds attention.

**Discussion**

The results of Study 1 show that physical disfigurements hold attention. This is particularly the case when people were primed with disease threat. The attentional adhesion effect also appeared stronger for male targets than for female targets, which may reflect the relatively stronger heuristic association between males and threat (Daly & Wilson, 1999; Maner et al., 2005; Neuberg et al., 2005), or alternately, a relative disregard for normal male faces (Quinn et al., 2002; Rosenwasser et al., 1983). Additionally, the adhesion effect does not appear to be solely a function of cue novelty as it proved significant only when participants were primed with disease-sensitivity.

The elevated attention given to physical disfigurement, as with other types of threat cues, represents an immediate form of threat management. If we expect that attention to disfigurement follows the standard monotonically increasing relationship with memory, we should find that disfigured faces are remembered better than normal faces. This should be especially true when participants are sensitive to disease threats. However, if the processing of disfigured faces is focused on the invariant threat cue and not the individual bearing that cue, we may find evidence for a processing disjunction. That is, memory for disfigured faces may be worse than for normal faces, even in light of elevated attention, and even in light of elevated disease-sensitivity.

**Study 2: Sociospatial Memory**

Study 2 used a photo matching task to test memory for normal and disfigured faces. This task measures both recognition memory (i.e., the ability to correctly identify previously-seen faces) and memory for the location of faces (Becker, Kenrick, Guerin, & Maner, 2005). We again primed participants with the slideshows used earlier to investigate their role in orienting perceivers toward (heuristic) cues of disease threat.

**Method**

**Participants**—One hundred eleven undergraduates (39 female, median age = 20) participated in exchange for course credit.

**Materials**—The card matching task involved a computerized version of the classic “Concentration” card game (Becker et al., 2005). This game consisted of a 4×16 array with 32 pairs of faces, again varying by sex and disfigurement (only the normal and port wine stain faces from Study 1 were used) with the particular faces bearing disfigurement counterbalanced between participants. At the beginning of the game, all the faces were presented in randomly assigned locations for 10 seconds; this pre-exposure period allowed for the examination of early matches—an index of attention—as well as simplifying the calculation of matching efficiency by ensuring that all of the face locations have an equal chance of being noted. The faces were then concealed behind tiles, and participants attempted to match pairs of faces by clicking the tiles, one at a time, with a computer mouse. If two sequentially selected tiles matched, they remained face up; otherwise, both were hidden again after 2 seconds. The object of the task is to match the faces in as few as trials as possible. See Figure 3 for a sample game.

**Procedure**—Participants completed the study in groups of 1–3 using individual computers, and included the same cover story for evaluating slideshow primes (disease-sensitivity or control) as in Study 1. Participants were told that the study involved memory for people before and after they underwent cosmetic surgery to correct facial disfigurements. The card
matching game, and instructions for completing it, were then administered. Following the
game, all participants were probed for suspicion, fully debriefed and released.

Results

For each participant, mean error rates for each combination of target sex and disfigurement
were calculated, as was the conditional probability that faces were confused with other faces
of the same type. These mismatches and within-category errors were calculated with reference
to the first face chosen in each turn. That is, if the first face was a diseased male and the second
face was not a diseased male, this counted as one mismatch. If that mismatch was a (different)
diseased male, this was additionally counted as a within-category error. No participant results
necessitated being excluded as outliers.

Primary analyses

A Disease Prime × Target Disfigurement × Target Sex mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect
of Disfigurement: Despite the tendency for disfigured faces to hold attention in Study 1,
participants made more mismatches with disfigured faces than normal faces, $F(1, 109) = 94.93,$
$p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .47.$ This increased mismatch rate resulted from a relatively high number
of within-category errors (see Table 2). That is, participants confused disfigured faces with each
other more than with normal faces, $F(1, 109) = 32.17, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .23.$ Strikingly, this
occurred despite the fact that the location of the disfigurement on each face was unique, and
thus should have provided an additional memory cue, making faces easier to match.

A main effect of the priming manipulation revealed that participants receiving the disease prime
generated significantly fewer within-category memory errors relative to control participants
(see panel B of Figure 2), $F(1, 109) = 7.45, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .06.$ The conventional monotonic
relationship between attention and memory would suggest that this reduction in errors would
occur most strongly for disfigured faces (as these were the faces receiving the most attention
in Study 1). However, planned comparisons indicated that the reduction in within-category
errors was significant with normal faces, $F(1, 109) = 4.94, p < .03, \eta_p^2 = .04,$ but it was not
significant with disfigured faces ($p = .11$). Thus, it appears that although disease-sensitivity
generally prompted more effortful processing of target faces, this occurred primarily for normal
and not for disfigured faces. This pattern is inconsistent with conventional predictions, but it
is consistent with a processing disjunction—people concerned with disease-related threats
focus attention on targets bearing (invariant) cues heuristically associated with disease, but do
not spend the cognitive resources to individuate those targets.

In order to determine whether the attentional adhesion found in Study 1 produced any initial
encoding advantage for disfigured faces, we also analyzed the first three trials of the game
separately. Participants did match significantly more disfigured faces ($N = 34$) than normal
faces ($N = 13$) over the first three trials ($p_{\text{binomial}} < .005$). This verifies that attention was
attracted to and held by disfigurement cues. Yet despite this early advantage, disfigured faces
were ultimately remembered (across all trials) only in terms of their location rather than their
individual identity. In fact, although the result of the first three trials mathematically increases
the probability that future mistakes would involve between-category errors, our earlier analyses
instead revealed that people were more likely to confuse disfigured faces with other disfigured
faces.

Finally, we investigated whether a boost in attention to disfigured male faces relative to non-
disfigured male faces (as observed in Study 1) might produce later stage memory effects. In
fact, a main effect of Target Sex indicated that participants made more within-category memory
errors across all male faces relative to female faces (see Table 2), $F(1, 109) = 4.57, p < .05,$
$\eta_p^2 = .04.$ Thus, although disfigurement led to increased attention to male faces in Study 1,
especially when participants were primed with disease-sensitivity, this attention did not produce a corresponding increase in memory. This finding is consistent both with the idea of a processing disjunction, and with previous research indicating that female faces are often more memorable than male faces (e.g., Becker, Neuberg et al. 2008; Maner et al., 2003; Rehnman & Herlitz, 2006).

General Discussion

How do people allocate cognitive resources to disease-relevant threats? Unlike many other types of threats, disease-causing agents are not directly detectable and perceivers must rely on heuristic indicators, such as physical disfigurement, that are not always diagnostic of contagion. The present studies revealed that disfigurements did indeed capture attention, especially when people were primed to be sensitive to disease threats. However, this increased attunement to disfigured faces did not result in improved memory for those faces over the long-term. Perceivers instead encoded faces with disfigurements as being relatively homogenous, confusing them with one another. Even when people were primed with disease cues, exactly the time when we should expect that memory for disfigured faces improves relative to memory for normal faces, disfigured targets were not remembered better. These seemingly inconsistent effects of attention and memory are indicative of a threat-cued processing disjunction. Thus, when people attend to individuals with invariant threat cues, such as physical disfigurements, they may, to some degree, be “looking without seeing.”

Adaptively tuned cognitive threat processing

Detecting and encoding threats in one’s immediate environment represent the first stages of threat management. A number of studies, including the present one, have shown that visual attention is adaptively tuned in such a way as to facilitate automatic and rapid encoding of dangers (e.g., Fox et al., 2000; Lundqvist & Öhman, 2005). As physical disfigurements are often heuristically treated as cues to disease (e.g., Faulkner et al., 2004; Park et al., 2003), their attention-adhering effects make functional sense. Similarly, attentional adhesion is seen when danger-primed people view outgroup males (Eberhardt et al., 2004) and when males display angry expressions (Becker, Anderson et al., 2008; Fox, Russo, & Dutton, 2001), suggesting a commonality in how people attend to different forms of threat.

However, the later stages of threat management (including memory for dangerous targets) may allow for a greater variety of specialized, but still adaptive, processing strategies. For example, outgroup male faces are typically remembered relatively poorly (Anthony, Copper & Mullen, 1992), but the addition of angry expressions to these faces boosts recognition for these individuals by decreasing the confusions made with other angry faces (Ackerman et al., 2006). Contrast this with the deficits in memory found here for disfigured faces. The relatively high number of within-category confusions for these faces indicates that perceivers did encode the location of faces with physical disfigurement cues, but it appears that further processing did not occur. We suggest that these two findings, though representing seemingly inconsistent patterns of threat processing, jointly indicate functional attunement to an important feature of threat-relevant cues—their degree of invariance. Angry expressions are fleeting, although the interpersonal threat they signal may not be. Therefore, perceivers may need to expend valuable cognitive resources remembering individual features of an angry outgroup member to better remember that person at a later time. Physical disfigurements are not as fleeting. In fact, if such a cue (to contagious disease) were to disappear, it is probable that the underlying threat would have similarly vanished. Thus, if a physical abnormality appears permanent, there may be little immediate need to engage in effortful, individuating processing.

Though it is still preliminary to conclude that invariant threat cues make individuals less memorable relative to variant cues, there is other evidence consistent with this conclusion.
Much of this evidence concerns the ubiquitous outgroup homogeneity (or cross-race) effect, typified by relatively lower recognition rates for outgroup members compared to those for ingroup members (Anthony et al., 1992; Ostrom & Śedikides, 1992). Within cross-race contexts that involve an active threat, we find that memory appears to increase when variant cues can be used to encode outgroup members, and decrease when invariant cues can be used. Consider three empirical illustrations. First, participants primed with threat tend to more strongly categorize neutral outgroup male faces using the invariant cue of race, leading to reduced memory for these faces (Miller, Maner, & Becker, 2008). Second, participants who view outgroup males with angry expressions (a variant cue) remember those faces better than they remember neutrally-expressive outgroup faces (Ackerman et al., 2006), suggesting that the presence of a variant cue trumps the typically poor encoding that the invariant cue of race elicits. Third, the addition of another variant cue has similarly been shown to modulate memory for outgroup faces. Ackerman (2007) showed neutrally-expressive Black and White male targets, varying in high or low-status clothing (a variant cue) to threat-primed White participants. The addition of low-status, but not high-status, clothing significantly improved memory for Black males, making them equally as memorable as low-status White males, presumably because stereotypes about low-status men involve a physical threat component but stereotypes about high-status men do not.

Processing variance and invariance more generally

We have thus far limited our consideration of cue variance to the context of threat management. However, functionally selective cognitive processing is evident across a range of situations and problems for which cue variance may be important (e.g., Ackerman & Kenrick, 2008; Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Kenrick et al., 2003; McArthur & Baron, 1983).

Consider the role physical attractiveness (a relatively invariant cue) plays in romantic partner choice. Both men and women prefer physically attractive sexual partners (Li & Kenrick, 2006), but female attractiveness is a central indicator of longer-term romantic suitability whereas male attractiveness is less so (Buss, 1989; Gangestad & Simpson, 2000; Li, Bailey, Kenrick, & Linsenmeier, 2002). Interestingly, physically attractive faces draw visual attention regardless of their gender, yet attractive female faces are well remembered whereas attractive male faces are not (Becker et al., 2005; Maner et al., 2003). This is evidence of another processing disjunction, and one that suggests that perceivers can individuate targets according to invariant cues (e.g., female attractiveness) but typically do not expend the cognitive resources to do so when it is relatively unimportant. Thus, people do not remember attractive men under normal circumstances because doing so would produce little bang for the cognitive buck. Suggestively, evidence indicates that people may be better at remembering men of high status (a central indicator of romantic suitability for males; Li et al., 2002) when status is expressed by the variant cue of clothing (Maner, DeWall, & Gailliot, 2008) than when it is expressed by an invariant cue such as physical attractiveness (Maner et al., 2003). These examples suggest that memory for faces is probably not impaired by a limited capacity to process relevant information, but rather a (nonconscious) disinclination to do so (see also Rodin, 1987).

Implications for stereotypic processing

The current studies suggest a number of implications for intergroup processing and stigmatization. The heuristic association of physical disfigurement with disease may often lead to the social and physical isolation of people bearing such features. Our data indicate that this stigmatization begins at an early stage of cognition. As with individuals defined by other stigmatized characteristics (e.g., race), perceivers tend to confuse such individuals with one another—an outgroup homogeneity effect. However, unlike many of the more innocuous cues...
that define outgroup membership, the threat associated with disfigurement grabs attention, possibly facilitating further avoidance and segregation.

An active motivation to avoid disease may increase the potential for stigmatization, even in those people without disfigurements. In Study 2, priming disease-sensitivity made non-disfigured faces more memorable. This effect may indicate that active concerns about health promote allocation of cognitive resources toward individuals who bear no physical abnormalities, but may nonetheless be perceived as potential carriers of disease. This possibility is consistent with the finding that people motivated to avoid disease endorse more negative attitudes about, and behaviors toward, targets stereotypically associated with contagion threat, including foreign immigrants (Faulkner et al., 2004) and homosexual men (Crandall, Glor, & Britt, 1997).

Conclusions

Basic cognitive mechanisms show specialized and adaptive attunements to threatening stimuli. These attunements may lead to disjunctions in the expected linear relationship between attention and memory depending on the particular qualities of the particular threats. One such quality is the variant nature of the threat cue. Here, we found that people process facial disfigurement (a relatively invariant threat cue) in a functional manner, and yet very differently from the functional manner in which they process angry facial expressions (a relatively variant threat cue). These patterns have important implications outside of the experimental environment. Consider that each year in the U.S., 6,800 children are born with orofacial clefts (CDC, 2006), just one of many physical disfigurements. Understanding basic cognitive reactions to such individuals is an important step in addressing the stigmatization they will one day face.
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Figure 1.
A single disengagement trial in the dot-probe task (Study 1).
Figure 2.
Greater attentional adhesion to disfigured targets (in milliseconds for readability, with standard error bars) (A) does not necessarily translate into better long-term memory storage (B).
Figure 3.
A single run of the concentration game task (Study 2).
### Table 1

**Attentional Adhesion (in milliseconds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control Prime</th>
<th>Disease Threat Prime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal targets</td>
<td>Disfigured targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male targets</td>
<td>607.10 (117.01)</td>
<td>614.19 (111.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female targets</td>
<td>616.08 (116.63)</td>
<td>615.82 (117.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>611.59 (a) (116.82)</td>
<td>615.05 (ab) (114.64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Means in the Total row not sharing a subscript are different within rows at \(p<.05\). Standard deviations appear in parentheses. Analyses were conducted on log-transformed scores, but milliseconds are presented for ease of interpretation.
## Table 2

Sociospatial memory (within-category errors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control Prime</th>
<th></th>
<th>Disease Threat Prime</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal targets</td>
<td>Disfigured targets</td>
<td>Normal targets</td>
<td>Disfigured targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male targets</td>
<td>.245 (.090)</td>
<td>.298 (.103)</td>
<td>.240 (.098)</td>
<td>.287 (.120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female targets</td>
<td>.245 (.118)</td>
<td>.287 (.117)</td>
<td>.193 (.091)</td>
<td>.257 (.107)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.245ₐ (.104)</td>
<td>.293ₐ (110)</td>
<td>.217ₐ (.095)</td>
<td>.272ₐ (.114)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Means in the Total row not sharing a subscript are different within rows at *p* < .05. Standard deviations appear in parentheses.*